Purpose of review This paper reviews recent research related to the revisions of the gambling disorder (GD) criteria, including the elimination of the illegal acts criterion and the lowered diagnostic threshold. Recent findings Studies suggest that the removal of the illegal acts criterion has little impact in terms of prevalence or loss of diagnostic status among gamblers, especially when considered in combination with the lowered diagnostic threshold. Overall, prevalence rates will increase modestly with the lowered threshold in community samples of gamblers. However, increases in GD prevalence rates may be more notable in settings that serve individuals at higher risk for gambling problems (e.g., substance abuse treatment clinics and homeless persons). Summary Changes to the GD diagnostic criteria may lead to increased recognition of gambling problems, particularly in settings that serve high-risk populations. These changes also may necessitate the training of more clinicians in the delivery of efficacious gambling treatments.
Introduction
Gambling disorder (GD) is characterized as a persistent pattern of gambling resulting in significant impairment or distress [1] . According to the current DSM-5, diagnosis of GD is made when an individual meets four or more of the following criteria within a 12-month period: (a) needs to gamble with increasing amounts of money in order to achieve desired excitement; (b) exhibits restlessness or irritability when trying to decrease gambling activity; (c) experiences loss of control over gambling; (d) is preoccupied with gambling; (e) often gambles in response to distress; (f) chases losses; (g) lies to conceal extent of gambling involvement; (h) jeopardizes relationships, educational, or employment opportunities because of gambling; and (i) relies on others for financial bailouts for gamblingrelated financial crises.
Several changes related to the diagnosis of gambling problems were introduced in the fifth revision of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders (DSM-5) [1] . Among these changes, the disorder's name was changed from pathological gambling to GD, and GD was moved from the Impulse Control Disorders Not Elsewhere Classified chapter to the newly expanded Substance-Related and Addictive Disorders section. This latter modification signals a formal recognition of behavioral addictions, which are addictions characterized by their lack of psychoactive agents. Additional changes to the diagnosis of GD include the elimination of one criterion and the lowering of the diagnostic threshold. This paper will review briefly the recent research related to these latter two changes. In particular, we will focus on how these DSM-5 changes will impact diagnosis and treatment of individuals with GD and areas in need of additional research.
This article is part of the Topical Collection on Gambling
Elimination of Illegal Acts Criterion
The DSM-IV GD diagnostic set included an item related to engagement in illegal acts to support gambling, and involving acts such as forgery, fraud, theft, or embezzlement [2] . This criterion was removed from the GD diagnostic set for DSM-5, paralleling the deletion of a similar item in the alcohol and drug use disorders diagnostic sets [3] . The decision to remove the illegal acts item from the GD criteria was based on its minimal contribution to diagnostic accuracy [4] and reduced assessment burden [5•] . This conclusion was supported by analyses of DSM-IV gambling criteria using data from several populationbased samples in the US [6, 7] and Great Britain [8, 9] . These studies [6] [7] [8] [9] suggested that the illegal acts criterion was endorsed at significantly lower rates compared to other diagnostic items and that illegal acts were usually endorsed only by the most severe gamblers. These severe gamblers already endorsed other criteria sufficient to meet diagnosis and thus the illegal acts item was deemed unnecessary for diagnosis.
Others [10, 11] highlight the conceptual role of illegal acts as a diagnostic criterion and whether these behaviors represent a core component of the underlying psychopathology or rather represent a possible consequence of the disorder. Consequences of mental disorders are less likely to be useful diagnostic indicators, especially if they occur further into disease severity or disease progression as appears to be the case for gambling-related illegal acts. For example, in a sample of 2750 gamblers calling a gambling helpline [12•] , only 6 and 19 % of those endorsing 1-2 or 3-4 diagnostic symptoms reported gambling-related illegal acts. However, rates among individuals higher on the severity spectrum, those exhibiting 5-6 symptoms and 7-9 symptoms, were much higher with 36 and 75 % reporting illegal acts, respectively. Similar associations between the proportion of gamblers endorsing illegal acts and the disorder severity are evident and perhaps even more pronounced in population-based studies [e.g. , 7] .
Some researchers and clinicians [e.g., [13] [14] [15] have expressed concerns about the removal of the illegal acts criterion, highlighting its clinical utility, loss of heterogeneity with its removal, and the higher frequencies of gamblers reporting illegal acts among gambling subpopulations (i.e., clinical samples, offenders). Clinicians likely do see higher proportions of treatment-seeking gamblers reporting illegal acts (23-41 %) [10, 12•, 16, 17 •], especially as compared to population-based samples of gamblers (0.1-0.4 %) [6, 8] and even community samples of those meeting DSM-IV gambling criteria (19 %) [7] . Gamblers seeking treatment tend to be higher on the severity spectrum, and, as noted above, illegal acts are more prevalent among these higher severity gamblers. Nonetheless, its frequency is still low relative to the other diagnostic criteria. For example, in a treatment research sample, 41 % of the sample endorsed illegal acts compared to endorsement rates of 63-96 % of other diagnostic criteria [17•] .
With respect to clinical utility, the presence of illegal acts is associated with more severe GD, greater dysfunction in other domains (e.g., unemployment; psychiatric comorbidity, suicide attempts), and more gambling-related debt [10, 12•, 16] . These gamblers benefit from treatment, but do not reach subthreshold diagnostic levels as typical of those without a history of such behavior [16] , suggesting that individuals reporting gambling-related illegal acts may need more intensive or longer duration gambling treatments. However, this research question remains unanswered as of yet. Overall, these findings suggest that although illegal acts are not necessarily vital to diagnosis, clinicians may find assessment of illegal acts to be a valuable aspect of good clinical interviewing. This information may be useful as an indicator to more fully assess functioning in other domains, such as patient needs (e.g., debt and legal counseling), and possibly to more intensive treatment options. In addition, this criterion is now subsumed under another related criterion (i.e., lies to others about the extent of gambling), thereby encouraging clinicians to continue inquiring specifically about illegal acts.
Relatively few gamblers with problems will be undiagnosed due to the removal of the illegal acts criterion as a stand-alone criterion [5•, 12 •, 17•, 18•, 19] , in part because less severe gamblers (i.e., those just meeting the diagnostic threshold) are less likely to endorse illegal acts as noted above. Using a combined eight studies from three countries including both community gamblers (gambled at least once in past year) and treatment samples, Stinchfield et al. [18• ] examined the proportions impacted by the elimination of the illegal acts criterion. Endorsement of illegal acts was minimal in the community samples (0-5 %); however, rates of illegal acts ranged from 19 to 67 % among the treatment samples. Despite frequent endorsement of illegal acts in some of the included studies, elimination of the illegal acts criterion (even when it was not subsumed under another criterion) resulted in loss of diagnosis in only 5 of the 3247 (0.15 %) gamblers from the combined sample.
Weinstock et al. [12• ] also examined the impact of the illegal acts criterion removal, in relation to the existing DSM-IV diagnostic threshold as well as the lowered DSM-5 threshold. Among callers to a gambling help-line, 864 (31 % of N=2750) gamblers endorsed gambling-related illegal acts. However, only a small minority (n=42, 1.5 %) would lose diagnostic status if this criterion was removed and the DSM-IV diagnostic threshold was not lowered (i.e., 5 of 9 criteria). Even fewer (N=12, 0.4 %) are impacted when the illegal acts criterion is removed and the diagnostic threshold concurrently lowered to 4 of 9 criteria [12•], consistent with the existing DSM-5 GD formulation. The removal of the illegal acts criterion may have more pronounced effects in samples of gamblers from offender populations, where rates of illegal acts are higher. Among gamblers endorsing between 1 and 4 DSM-IV criteria, the rate of illegal acts endorsement was 9.9 %, and among gamblers meeting DSM-IV criteria, the rate of illegal acts was much higher at 44.0 % [15] . Although endorsement of illegal acts is higher among gamblers from offender populations, the illegal acts criterion is still the least endorsed criterion of the GD diagnostic set (44 % compared to rates of 54-88 % for other criteria among gamblers meeting DSM-IV criteria). Its removal resulted in loss of diagnostic status for only 6 individuals (0.9 % of 676 offenders) [15] .
As noted in the DSM-5 [1] and described earlier, illegal acts can be considered under the Blying to others^criterion, and this strategy further mitigates the loss of diagnostic status for some individuals. In the same offender sample [15] , prevalence before the removal of illegal acts was 10.2 % (using a threshold of 4/10 criteria), and GD prevalence decreased to 9.3 % with the removal of illegal acts (4/9). However, when Turner et al. [15] combined the DSM-5 with illegal acts and lying to others criteria, diagnostic status was retained for some individuals with a prevalence of 9.9 % (4/9 with illegal acts and lying to others criteria combined).
Lowering the Diagnostic Threshold
prevalence increased substantially as the threshold was lowered, from 0.27 % using the DSM-5 four criteria cut-off to 0.60 % using a three criteria cut-off, 1.22 % using a two criteria cut-off, and 2.95 % using one criterion as the cut-off. These lower diagnostic thresholds were considered for GD but ultimately were rejected by the DSM-5 Substance Use and Related Disorders Workgroup given the potentially large impact on prevalence, as well as lack of research on clinical significance and the stability of these lower thresholds [3, 4] . Nonetheless, further clinical work and research with subdiagnostic gamblers is encouraged [4] , including investigation of the extent to which these gamblers differ substantially from those with GD and the proportions who meet fewer criteria that go on to develop four or more criteria.
The Substance Use and Related Addictive Disorders Workgroup also explored whether adaptation of the substance use disorder criteria was applicable to GD [3, 4] . In one such exploration, Denis et al. [21] modeled GD criteria based on the DSM-IV substance dependence criteria and assessed diagnostic concordance with alternate classification methods (i.e., DSM-IV, DSM-IV with illegal acts removed, DSM-5). The authors [21] found that the adapted criteria had similar reliability and classification accuracy relative to the alternate diagnostic formulations and similar prevalence rates as compared to existing DSM-5 criteria. These results suggest that GD criteria modeled after substance use disorder criteria may be a viable option for future DSM revisions. However, it is important to note that the Denis et al. [21] study used adapted criteria modeled on DSM-IV substance dependence rather than the current DSM-5 substance diagnostic formations, which combine the DSM-IV abuse and dependence criteria for substance use disorders into a single category. In addition, this study is one of the only investigations adapting the SUD criteria directly to gambling, while there are decades of research supporting the existing criteria.
Clinical implications
The primary clinical implications for the changes to GD in the DSM-5 are that prevalence rates and recognition of the disorder should increase and especially in settings that serve relatively high proportions of persons who gamble problematically but are not seeking services explicitly for gambling. Two such settings are substance abuse treatment clinics and homeless shelters. Meta-analytic estimates [22] suggest that 13.7 % of clients in substance abuse treatment settings meet DSM-IV criteria for pathological gambling and an additional 22.8 % (at least a proportion of whom will meet new DSM-5 criteria) have subthreshold problem gambling. Two studies [21, 23] examined gambling prevalence when moving from DSM-IV to the DSM-5 criteria among individuals with addictions. Denis et al. [21] assessed gambling disorder among new Related to the discussion of prevalence rates, the diagnostic threshold was reduced from 5 of 10 criteria for DSM-IV to 4 of 9 criteria in DSM-5 [1, 2] . With the reduction in the diagnostic threshold, GD prevalence rates will rise modestly, although some settings that serve those with higher risk for gambling problems may see more gamblers meeting criteria. In Petry et al.'s [5•] analysis of the impact of DSM-5 changes in the National Epidemiologic Survey of Alcohol and Related Disorders (NESARC; N = 43,093), prevalence increased from 0.16 to 0.27 % when moving from DSM-IV (5/10 criteria) to DSM-5 (illegal acts removed and threshold lowered: 4/9 criteria). Petry et al. [17• ] also evaluated the impact of the threshold changes in a sample of 3710 individuals from five studies that included randomly selected household residents, gambling patrons, individuals in intervention studies, and individuals in community-based gambling treatment. Overall, GD prevalence rates for the full sample were 16.2 % using DSM-IV criteria and 17.9 % using DSM-5 criteria. However, among the subsample from brief intervention studies (N = 375) [20] , which included problem gamblers not specifically seeking treatment for gambling, prevalence rates rose more sharply from 46.4 % using DSM-IV criteria to 58.1 % using DSM-5 criteria.
The lowering of the diagnostic threshold in DSM-5 may ease overall access to treatment for these problem gamblers, and some [e.g., 13] called for further lowering of the diagnostic threshold to promote easier access to treatment among a broader swath of problem gamblers. However, such a change would have substantial impacts on the prevalence rates. In Petry et al.'s [5•] study using the NESARC sample, admissions to an addiction treatment center, and GD prevalence rose from 20.5 to 25.5 % moving from DSM-IV to DSM-5 diagnostic systems. Rennert et al. [23] examined DSM-IV and DSM-5 prevalence rates in a sample of 6613 individuals with substance dependence; GD rates increased from 8.5 to 10.3 %. Based on these studies, addictions treatment clinics might expect increases in the magnitude of 20-24 % in individuals meeting criteria for GD.
Among homeless individuals, rates range from 10.0 to 46.2 % for problem gambling [24] [25] [26] [27] and 5.5 to 25.0 % for DSM-IV pathological gambling [24] [25] [26] . These rates are likely to increase by about 10-20 % if DSM-5 diagnoses are applied based on findings in other high risk subgroups [12•, 17•, 21, 23] .
The DSM-5 changes to GD and related prevalence increases may spur changes in clinical practice. Clinicians in addictions and homeless service settings may become more attuned to GD with its alignment with SUDs [28] and, therefore, may be more likely to screen persons for gambling and provide interventions to those who do meet criteria. As more individuals are screened for and referred to gambling treatment, additional staff training in screening and treatment of GD may be necessary. Given strong associations of gambling problems with homelessness, clinicians at homeless shelters should also be trained in screening and referral procedures.
Importantly, we [20] have found that screening and brief interventions can substantially decrease gambling problems, even in non-treatment-seeking gamblers. Petry et al. [20] screened individuals primarily from substance use treatment and medical clinics and randomized those with problem gambling to one of four conditions: an assessment only control, a single 10-min session of brief advice, a single 50-min session of motivational enhancement therapy (MET), or MET plus 3 additional 50-min sessions of cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT). Those randomized to the 10-min brief advice condition significantly reduced their gambling from baseline to the week 6 follow-up relative to those in the control condition. These results are encouraging as these brief interventions, especially the 10-min brief advice format, are likely more amenable to staff training and adoption compared to extensive multi-session formats. For example, in an addictions treatment clinic or homeless shelter, it might be possible to train most if not all clinicians to implement screening and brief advice for gambling problems, while referring more severe cases to specialized gambling treatment [e.g., 29].
Conclusions
The majority of changes to the GD diagnostic criteria for DSM-5 are likely welcome, including the newly lowered threshold. The removal of illegal acts has raised concern among some [e.g., [13] [14] [15] but research to date suggests the elimination of illegal acts affects a small number of gamblers in terms of loss of diagnostic status, even among sub-populations of gamblers where illegal acts are more prevalent (i.e., offenders). The recategorization of GD as a behavioral addiction is perhaps the most controversial issue, and it has spurred much discussion and debate [e.g., [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Regardless of the conceptual issues surrounding this move, GD's classification among addictive disorders may bring it more attention from public health officials and clinicians alike. Especially in substance abuse treatment settings and homeless shelters, where rates of gambling problems are much higher, the increased awareness of GD may translate into more systematic screening efforts and referral to gambling treatment. Research on the GD diagnostic criteria should continue in preparation for DSM-6, and it is possible that more substantial changes will be considered if empirical data support them. Until then, the DSM-5 GD diagnostic formulation appears to retain or improve on the functionality of DSM-IV with modest impacts on prevalence rates. However, increased changes in prevalence may have more impact in settings that serve populations with high proportions of persons who gamble regularly and problematically but who are not expressly seeking gambling treatment.
